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If you have any questions about contents provided on this site, feel free to contact us.Q: How to print

an array of student information in ruby? Hi I have a question regarding arrays and printing them. I
am new to ruby so my apologies if this is a silly question. I have a file called studentinfo.txt which

has multiple students with their (first, last, year, status, nothing, starting salary, and max salary) For
example, here is one: 'Jim Calhoun,' 'Jimmy,' '1954,' 'Athlete, Junior,' 'Athlete, None,' '10000.00,'

'10000.00' Here is what I have so far def printarray(data) data.split(',') end Here is what I want to do
def printarray(data) data.split(',') print(data) end Here is the error I get undefined method `split' for
nil:NilClass What am I doing wrong here? A: puts puts the result of that function, so it puts an array

of just one element, 'Jim Calhoun,' should be changed to puts data (you also need to call it
studentinfo, unless you want to make a method called printarray for some reason) NAGOYA, Japan
(Reuters) - Nissan Motor Co Ltd’s new boss, Chief Executive Carlos Ghosn, started his second term
on Monday pledging an elusive turnaround of the auto maker, but its nosedive into administration

forced him to toss out his first pick for the top job as the country’s biggest automaker seemed
headed for a panic exit from its car business. Ghosn, wearing a blue pinstripe suit, trimmed his

public comments with a homely reference to his make-up and cosmetics, designed to put him in the
best place to work - the heart of the company he has led for more than a decade. Asked about the

corporate survival instinct in a country with a famed corporate culture - “the sense of not wanting to
let down the company, the word for ‘company spirit’,” he said - Ghos 6d1f23a050
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